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ABSTRACT 

 

The implementation of data mining is widely considered a powerful instrument for 
acquiring new knowledge from a pile of historical data, which is normally left 
unstudied. This data driven approach has proven effective to improve the quality of 
decision-making in several domains such as business, medical and complex 
engineering problems. Recently, educational data mining (EDM) has obtained a great 
deal of attention among educational researchers and computer scientists. In general, 
publications in the field of EDM focus on understanding student types and targeted 
marketing, using predictive models to maximize student retention, developing 
enrollment prediction models based on student admission data, predicting student 
performance and dropout. Inspired by previous attempts, this project aims to establish 
data mining models from MFU student data, maintained within the management 
information system. These models can provide insightful understanding of students’ 
academic behavior, prediction of performance, and identification of factors affecting 
success or failure. 

Given a collection of student records each containing course assessments and degree 
outcome, student clusters can be identified in accordance with typical academic 
profiles. For each cluster, i.e., student profile, the associations between contextual 
attributes and outcomes may be discovered. Having obtained such knowledge, an 
academic advisor or consultant can set the strategic context, where the implication of 
failure-factor is minimized whilst that of success-factor is maximized. This practice, 
of course, helps to improve student’s retention, hence de- creasing the student dropout 
rate. Both success and failure factors may also be used by admission division and 
academic schools to form an effective framework for student recruitment. In addition 
to the aforementioned model aiding data exploration, the predictive model has also 
been developed for identifying the likelihood of dropout from student’s personal 
detail, prior university capability, and university assessment records. The ability to 
determine this underachievement can be employed by students and their advisors to 
guide study/admission plan, by which the better academic outcome can be obtained. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


